ALL UD graduate students and faculty are welcome!

Change is Constant. Why Not Harness It?
Sept. 27th, 2017 • 4-5pm • Gore 116

Event Info

Hear insights about diversity challenges and about the development of wearable technologies through textile engineering with GORE-TEX® fabric!

Jean Norvell
Former Product Specialist with W.L. Gore & Associates
A native of the UK, she attended the Sugino School of Design in Japan where she learned the basics of fashion design and pattern making. These skills contributed to her success at W.L. Gore & Associates where she worked in the Fabrics division and engineered waterproof, chemical resistant, and durable garments. Her unique insight helped Gore patent laminates for use in garments, footwear and gloves. She also holds patents for a waterproof cast for broken limbs, prosthetic devices, aircraft insulation and waterproof zippers.